
CHECKING FOR TWISTS

Place the shower tray on a flat level surface.

Using a spirit level, ensure that all outer edges 
of the shower tray are flat and level as per 
figure 1.

If any of the levels cannot be corrected when 
embedding the shower tray, then it may be 
twisted or distorted.  If this is the case, then 
the shower tray must not be installed and 
should be returned to the retailer for 
replacement.

Note that the tread plate of the shower tray is 
slightly humped towards the middle.  This is an 
intentional part of the drainage design. figure 1

IMPORTANT - STORE TRAY ON FLAT
KEEP DRY AND AWAY FROM DIRECT SUNLIGHT

PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

Prior to installation, the shower tray must be checked thoroughly for defects.  In the unlikely event that the product has 
a defect, it must not be installed and should be returned to the supplier who will provide a replacement, if necessary.

Checks should include, but not limited to, the following:
þ Ensure that the colour and finish of the shower tray is acceptable
þ Ensure that the product is not cracked or chipped.
þ Ensure that all visible surfaces are free from scratches.
þ Ensure that there is no twisting or distortions of the product.
þ Ensure that the shower tray suitably drains water when levelled.
þ Ensure that the shower tray is the correct size by checking lengths with a measuring tape.

The manufacturer will not be held responsible for the costs of removal or replacement of a shower tray or any other 
costs incurred as a result of the shower tray having a defect, if said defect was identifiable prior to installation.  The 
installation should be carried out by a suitably skilled trades person such as a plumber.  Check the weight of the 
shower tray.  If necessary, use more than one person to assist in lifting.

INSTALLATION OF THE SHOWER TRAY WILL BE TREATED AS ACCEPTANCE OF QUALITY.

IDENTIFY YOUR INSTALLATION TYPE

Before proceeding, determine if your installation has the ‘Easy-Plumb’ option.  This option provides levelling feet and 
a panel kit for the shower tray.  If your installation does include the Easy-Plumb option, then please follow the 
installation instructions provided in the panel kit and disregard the rest of these instructions.

Continued on other side...
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1.  The drainage pipe and bottom section of the waste trap should be positioned so 
that the waste trap will mate comfortably to the shower tray without being put under 
undue stress or tension.  Ensure that the waste trap is fixed correctly to the drainage 
pipe and that there are no leaks at the joint.  See figure 2.

2.  Remove all packaging from the shower tray including the thin protective film and 
inspect for defects as detailed in the section ‘PRIOR TO INSTALLATION’.

3.  Cover the floor area where the tray will be installed with a layer of weak cement 
mix (sand / cement ration 5:1) and tap level. This will smooth out any imperfections in 
the flooring and significantly increase the durability of the shower tray.  See figure 3.

4.  Place the shower tray into final position and tap level as per figure 4.  Allow the 
cement mix to set before applying any further weight to the shower tray.

5.  Now that the shower tray is in final position, the rest of the waste trap can be 
fitted as per the manufacturers instructions.  Ensure that there are no leaks between 
the shower tray and the shower trap.

6.  Once the cement mix has set, the shower tray must be checked a final time for 
drainage.  If the shower tray fails to drain water suitably, then double check that it is 
level.  Tiles / panelling / shower doors / screens or any other fixtures relating to 
the shower area must not be fitted if the shower tray does not drain suitably.

7.  Before tiling/panelling walls, any gap between the tray and walls must be filled 
with silicone sealant flush to the top of the tray.  See figure 5.

8.  Once drainage, water tightness and general quality of the shower tray is 
determined to be acceptable, the installation is complete.

IMPORTANT - STORE TRAY ON FLAT
KEEP DRY AND AWAY FROM DIRECT SUNLIGHT

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Note that this shower tray is suitable for installation on both wooden and concrete floors.  If fitting to a wooden floor, it is recommended that the 
base be made from marine ply as it resists delamination under humid conditions.

A drainage pipe must be installed and positioned appropriately before the installation of the shower tray can commence.  A recess must also be 
made available to accommodate the waste trap.  

Please note and follow the manufacturers instructions when installing the waste trap.
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BS EN 14527:2006+A1:2010 - CL1

Shower tray made of
Acrylic Capped ABS, Resin Bonded Stone

Intended Use: Personal Hygeine
Cleanability: Pass          Durability: Pass

USER AND MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
Users, designers and installers should take note that the surface of the shower 
tray will show an increase in the potential for slipping when wet.  This is 
particularly the case when soap, shampoo, bath oil, etc. are used.

The shower tray should be cleaned after every use using only soap, water and 
a soft cloth.

Do not use abrasives, bleaches, hair dyes or other chemicals likely to 
discolour the shower tray.

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5

Ÿ Prior to fitting the tray, please check that it drains correctly.
Ÿ Level the tray around the rim, place a bowl under the tray 

and pour in water.
Ÿ Due to surface tension, large droplets of water will remain 

but large pools should not be evident.
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